Select the "Department/Unit APR Review and Feedback" template from your workspace, or from the drop-down when you click on "+ Plan Item".

1. Title the template with the name of the unit/department being reviewed. And upload a copy of the program’s self-study.

2. Rate the overall quality of the self-study reviewed, and complete this questionnaire. Check the box when done.

Quality of Program’s Self-Study Report
Indicate how well the program met the college’s overall expectations for items in the report.

☑ Questionnaire has been completed

Please complete this questionnaire and then check this box to indicate this part is done.
https://umnhao.ca4.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_mScFPWvW3L2dCG6
4. Enter narrative responses into the boxes, as shown below:

5. Leave the dates 'as is,' and change the progress to complete only when you are done reviewing this program.